MHD model results of solar wind interaction with Mars and comparison with MAVEN plasma observations
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Abstract

The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution mission (MAVEN), launched on 18 November 2013, is now in its primary science phase, orbiting Mars with a 4.5 h period. In this study, we use a time-dependent MHD model to interpret plasma observations made by MAVEN particle and field instruments. Detailed comparisons between the model and the relevant plasma observations from MAVEN are presented for an entire Mars rotation under relatively quiet solar wind conditions. Through comparison along MAVEN orbits, we find that the time-dependent multispecies single-fluid MHD model is able to reproduce the main features of the plasma environment around Mars. Using the model results, we find that photoionization beyond the terminator is the dominant ion source as compared with day-night transport in maintaining the nightside ionosphere. Model results also show that both the time-varying solar wind conditions and the continuously rotating crustal field work together to control the ion escape variation with time.

1. Introduction

The plasma interaction around Mars is more complex than that around Venus due to the presence of crustal field anomalies on Mars. The localized crustal magnetic anomalies [Acuna et al., 1999; Connerney et al., 2001] rotate constantly with the planet, affecting the magnetic field configuration and its interaction with the solar wind. The daily variation of the crustal field configuration is also modulated by different Mars seasons as the tilt angle of the rotation axis relative to the Sun changes.

Numerous global models have been applied to Mars (see reviews of Nagy et al., 2004; Ledvina et al., 2008; Brain et al., 2010; Kallio et al., 2011 and references therein) to understand the plasma environment of Mars. Those earlier numerical studies were usually restricted to stationary solar wind situations and neglected the rotation of the crustal anomalies. Y. Ma et al. [2014] first included the temporal variation of the rotating crustal magnetic field into a global interaction model of Mars using a realistic orientation of the planet’s rotation axis. The model results were found to be in excellent agreement with Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) magnetometer observations. The time-dependent simulation also showed significant fluctuations in the ion loss rates driven by the rotation of the nonuniform crustal anomalies [Y. Ma et al. 2014]. Further analysis of the model results by Fang and Ma [2014] suggests that the ion loss rates are controlled by the crustal magnetic pressure in both the subsolar regime and the terminator region.

The NASA Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution mission (MAVEN) [Jakosky et al., 2015], launched on 18 November 2013, is now in its primary science phase, orbiting Mars with a 4.5 h period. The MAVEN mission carries on board a complete set of plasma instruments to provide measurement of the solar wind input and the plasma environment near Mars, making it ideal to further validate the time-dependent MHD model. Additionally, MAVEN is in an eccentric orbit with an apoapsis around 6400 km altitude and periapsis normally at 150 km altitude except during several deep dips. For most of the orbits, MAVEN would pass through different plasma regions, which include the solar wind, magnetosheath, the induced magnetosphere, and the ionosphere. So comparison with MAVEN serves as a comprehensive evaluation for the general performance of the model. In this study, we present detailed comparison of the time-dependent MHD model results with relevant MAVEN plasma observations along the spacecraft orbit under relatively quiet solar wind conditions. The model is briefly described in section 2. Solar wind input of the model...
and a brief description of MAVEN orbit are presented in section 3. Detailed data and model comparison is shown in section 4. A summary is given in section 5.

2. Model Description

A multispecies single fluid MHD model of Mars is used for the time-dependent calculation employing the University of Michigan BATS-R-US code [Powell et al., 1999; Toth et al., 2012]. The MHD model has been described in detail by Y. Ma et al. [2014]. The model solves four continuity equations to track the mass densities of the proton and three major ions in the Martian ionosphere: \( \text{O}_2^+ \), \( \text{O}^+ \), and \( \text{CO}_2^+ \). All ion species share the same velocity and temperature. The Mars-solar wind interaction is self-consistently calculated in the model by including the effects of the crustal anomalies, ion-neutral collisions, and major chemical reactions. The neutral densities of \( \text{CO}_2 \), \( \text{O} \), and \( \text{H} \) are assumed to be spherically symmetric, and the altitude profiles and EUV strength are the same as used for the solar minimum condition in Ma et al. [2004]. The crustal field is calculated based on the 60-order spherical harmonics from Arkani-Hamed [2001].

In the earlier versions of our model, the optical depth effect is included by a cosine approximation for different solar zenith angles (SZA) [Y. Ma et al., 2004, 2014; Y. J. Ma et al., 2014]. Such a method would provide no photoionization at the nightside (SZA > 90°). In the model, the nightside ionosphere can only be maintained through electron impact ionization and day-night transport driven primarily by pressure gradient. Strictly speaking, some regions beyond the terminator are still in sunlight [Lillis et al., 2009], even though the solar EUV fluxes would be absorbed considerably by the atmosphere depending on altitude and SZA. In order to include photoionization effects beyond the terminator at SZA larger than 90°, we adopt in this study, the Chapman function [Smith and Smith, 1972; Huestis, 2001]. We find that the Chapman function method significantly improves the agreement with the plasma density observations around the terminator, as will be discussed in more detail later.

The model calculations are performed in the Mars-centered Solar Orbital (MSO) coordinate system: the \( X \) axis points from Mars to the Sun, the \( Y \) axis points antiparallel to Mars’ orbital velocity, and the \( Z \) axis completes the right-handed coordinate system. In order to compare with MAVEN observations, the rotation axis of Mars is chosen to be \((-0.4, -0.15, 0.905)\), corresponding to the value in the middle of a selected day on 10 December 2014. At the beginning of this day, the subsolar location is 132°E and 23.5°S. The season on Mars during that time was southern summer. The rotation period relative to the Sun was 24.67 h, slightly longer than the sidereal day.

3. Solar Wind Input of the Model and MAVEN Orbit

We simulate an entire day of plasma interaction on 10 December 2014 when the solar wind condition was relatively quiet, in order to minimize the variation of the Martian plasma environment caused by changes in the solar wind. The average solar wind condition from MAVEN on 10 December 2014 was: \( n_{SW} = 3.6 \text{ cm}^{-3} \); \( U_{SW} = 400 \text{ km/s} \); \( T_p = 3.0 \times 10^5 \text{ K} \); and \( B = (-0.9, 2.3, 0.0) \text{ nT} \). This corresponds to a dynamic pressure of 1.0 nPa and magnetosonic Mach number of 6.2. While the solar wind flow speed was relatively steady during the selected time period with less than 10% variation, the solar wind density and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) showed quite large variations (more than 50%). To take into account the solar wind variation in the model, we used a time-varying solar wind input to the model. We first determine the time intervals when MAVEN was in the solar wind. During those time intervals, the input solar wind conditions are specified by 2 min average MAVEN measurements (see Figure 3, grey regions). Specifically, the time series of the solar wind density, velocity, and ion temperature are calculated based on Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) [Hallakas et al., 2013]. The solar wind electron temperature is estimated using Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA). The IMF is averaged from magnetometer (MAG) observations [Connerney et al., 2015]. A few minutes of the data before/after the inbound/outbound BS crossing were removed to avoid the influence from the foreshock. Measured solar wind values were connected with a straight line to fill the gap.

Figure 1 shows a three-dimensional view of the MAVEN orbit on 10 December, from 16 UT to 20:30 UT. The rest of the orbits on the day have very similar geometry. The color on the sphere corresponds to the crustal field magnitude at 10 December, 18 UT, when the strong crustal anomalies were facing toward the Sun. The color on the orbit shows the altitude of the spacecraft, which is between 150 km to 6400 km. As can be seen
from the figure, the MAVEN orbit was close to the meridional plane, with the north part of the orbit slightly tilted toward the dawnside. The spacecraft passed by the center of the downstream plasma wake region near 18 UT, 20 min before it flew by the periapsis near the north polar region. Note that the position of the MAVEN trajectory is slightly enlarged by a small factor of 1.006 (= 3396.0/3376.0). The small adjustment is made to get the right altitude near periapsis, considering the fact that the polar radius of Mars is 3376 km, about 20 km less than the equatorial radius, while the model assumes a spherical body using the equatorial radius.

4. MHD Model Results and Comparison With MAVEN Observations

Figure 2 shows model and observation comparison along the MAVEN orbit from 2:20 UT to 5:40 UT. The Figure 2a shows the trajectory information. The inbound pass occurred in the nightside region with SZA > 90°, while the outbound pass occurred mostly in the dayside region. Figures 2b–2d compare the MHD model results with SWIA, STATIC (the Superthermal and Thermal Ion Composition instrument) [McFadden et al., 2015], and MAG observations along the MAVEN orbit. At 2:20 UT, MAVEN was located near apoapsis, about 2.8 Mars radii away from the center of the planet, and was observed to be situated in the upstream solar wind. The magnetic field was mainly along the positive Y direction in the solar wind. The inbound bow shock crossing occurred at around 2:55 UT as marked by the vertical dashed line according to plasma observations. The shock position predicted by the MHD model is almost identical to the location of the observed boundary. Across the shock, both model and observation show sharp increase in proton density, significant slowdown of the flow speed, rotation of the plasma flow vector, and a sharp increase of the magnetic field.

Inside the bow shock is the magnetosheath region. MAVEN observed strong fluctuations in the magnetic field and plasma flow. Both the wave activity ahead of the shock and waves inside the magnetosheath region could not be reproduced by the MHD model due to the fluid approximation. However, the flow vector and magnetic field strength predicted by the model follow closely with the averaged properties of the plasma in the magnetosheath region. The observed magnetic field directions (see supporting information of the paper) showed complex signatures. And there was a \( B_y \) reversal around 3:24 UT, likely due to the direction change of the interplanetary magnetic field, which could not be given back by the model since we assumed constant solar wind properties there.

Across the induced magnetosphere boundary (IMB), MAVEN moved into the magnetotail region. Plasma conditions changed from the shocked solar wind to planetary ion dominated region, where the plasma was much slower and the magnetic field pressure was dominant over the dynamic pressure. In the magnetotail lobe region, the direction of magnetic field was steady and mainly pointing toward the planet. The current sheet (CS) crossing occurred at 4:15 UT, when magnetic field reversed its orientation suddenly to pointing...
away from Mars (see supporting information of the paper). The predicted time for CS crossing by the model is about 3 min later than in the observation and is not as sharp as observed. After the CS crossing, as MAVEN moved closer to the planet, it entered into the nightside ionosphere. The exact location of the outer boundary of the ionosphere is hard to determine in the case, due to the large variation of the ion densities as indicated from STATIC measurements. Significant fluctuations in the nightside ionosphere were also observed by the Radio Science experiment and Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionospheric Sounding radar sounder on board of Mars express [Withers et al., 2012; Diéval et al., 2014]. MAVEN then passed through periapsis (~150 km altitude) at around 4:35 UT and moved into the dayside ionosphere. Both STATIC and the MHD model show that O$_2^+$ is the dominant ion in the ionosphere. BesidesSTATIC, MAVEN carries another instrument that is capable of measuring ion densities in the ionosphere, the Neutral Gas and Ion Mass Spectrometer (NGIMS) [Mahaffy et al., 2014]. However, NGIMS was in neutral mode during this orbit, thus did not make ion density measurements. A detailed comparison of the plasma densities predicted by the model and NGIMS and STATIC observations will be discussed in more detail later on another orbit. As MAVEN moved farther away from the planet, after outbound crossings of the IMB and the BS, it entered the solar wind after 5:10 UT.

The crustal field near periapsis is quite strong according to the crustal field model of Arkani-Hamed [2001], with a peak value of 35 nT, as shown by the red line in Figure 2d. This is a comparable magnitude to the induced magnetic field. The highest peak of the magnetic field around 4:40 UT is 52 nT. Both the peak time and value are well captured by the model. There were also a few observed peaks shortly before and after the periapsis but were not reproduced by the MHD model. The magnetic field direction near peripasis showed very complicated patterns due to strong crustal field and possibly changes in the solar wind.

The MHD model results not only match well with the plasma observations from SWIA and MAG during this particular orbit shown in Figure 2 but also agree well with the observations for the entire day of 10 December 2014, as shown in Figure 3. Second to seventh panels show the comparisons between the model and MAVEN observations where the observations are in black. To quantify the comparison, we calculated the

![Figure 2. Model and observation comparison along the orbit of MAVEN. (a) The satellite latitude, solar zenith angle, and altitude along the trajectory. (b–d) Comparison of the plasma density, velocity, and magnetic field strength with relevant plasma observations along the MAVEN orbit. The vertical lines mark the locations of different plasma boundaries that MAVEN passed: bow shock (BS, dashed lines), induced magnetosphere boundary (IMB, dash-dotted lines), and current sheet (CS, dotted line). Different plasma regions are also indicated at the top of the figure: solar wind (SW), magnetosheath (SH), magnetotail lobe (LB), and ionosphere (IS).](image-url)
correlation coefficients for each of the orbits during the day for different plasma parameters as indicated by the color bars in the eighth panel of the figure. The separation of the orbits is by the apoapsis as marked by the vertical dashed lines. The correlation coefficient is defined as

\[ r = \frac{\sum (x_i - \overline{x})(y_i - \overline{y})}{\sqrt{\sum (x_i - \overline{x})^2 \sum (y_i - \overline{y})^2}} \]

where \( \overline{x} \) and \( \overline{y} \) are the mean values of \( x \) and \( y \) variables. The correlation coefficients in general are fairly high (\( >0.80 \) for most orbits/parameters); but they do vary significantly from orbit to orbit, especially for the UV component.

The model-calculated magnetic field strength correlates well with observed field strength. But the calculated components of the magnetic field do not have good correlation with the observed magnetic field vectors (see supporting information of the paper), much lower than the correlation coefficients that we obtained in comparison with the MGS observations [Y. Ma et al., 2014]. This could be due to two reasons: (1) even though we considered the variation of the IMF change when MAVEN is in the solar wind, we do not know how the IMF changes when MAVEN is inside the bow shock. Thus, some of the discrepancy could be due to changes of the IMF. (2) The crustal field model used in the MHD model is based on MGS observations (mostly at 400 km altitude); thus, its prediction at low altitudes might not be accurate.
Comparisons of planetary heavy ion densities from the MHD model and MAVEN observations are shown in Figure 4, around the periapsis of the fourth orbit of the day. Two model results are shown in this figure: the green lines are results when the photoionization rates are estimated using a simplified cosine approximation of SZA and the black curves correspond to the model results when the photoionization rates are calculated using the Chapman function. In most of the plasma regions, the model results of the two cases are very close to each other considering the plasma boundary locations and the plasma properties. An exception is in the deep ionosphere at relatively high SZA. Significant differences are present between the two cases when SZA is greater than 75°. As the Chapman function provides a more accurate description of the absorption of the solar flux at high SZA, the model-observation agreement near the terminator is significantly improved.

Comparison of the two MHD model runs also sheds light on how important the day-night transport flow is in maintaining the nightside ionosphere. In the MHD-SZA case, the photoionization rates were set to zero for SZA > 90. The only two sources of the nightside ionosphere included in the model are transport and electron impact ionization. While in the MHD-Chapman case, photoionization beyond the terminator is also included in the calculation. And the good agreement between MHD-Chapman and NGIMS observation clearly demonstrated that at altitude range from 150 km to 400 km, the most important ion source for the nightside ionosphere where SZA < 115° is photoionization. Only in the deep ionosphere, when the EUV flux is completely absent, the electron impact ionization and transport are the major ion sources. The relative importance of the two depends on the solar wind conditions. When the electron impact ionization in the model is turned off, we found in most regions a ~20% decrease in nightside ion densities, suggesting that under nominal conditions, transport is the dominant process in maintaining the nightside ionosphere. However, keep in mind that the electron impact that included in the model is simply based on the thermal population of the electrons and the ionization frequency is calculated based on electron temperature [Cravens et al., 1987]. Potential effect from suprathermal electrons is currently neglected in the model. The localized peak around 18:21 UT in both NGIMS and STATIC data occurred around 160 km altitude beyond the terminator. It is probably due to some transient ionization sources such as Ablation by meteoroid influx [Withers, 2009], transient SEP [Leblanc et al., 2002], or gamma ray burst events [Espley et al., 2008] that were not included in the MHD model.
Both the observation and model results show that $O_2^+$ is the dominant ion in the ionosphere below ~300 km altitude, consistent with Viking observations and previous model predictions [Hanson et al., 1977; Chen et al., 1978; Fox, 2004]. Also, we find in general good agreement with MAVEN observations for $O_2^+$ when SZA < 105°. Specifically, the MHD model agrees well with NGIMS observations of $O_2^+$ below 350 km altitudes. Above this altitude, the model shows a closer agreement with STATIC data. This is because at high altitudes, plasma flow speed is generally higher, and NGIMS does not provide a complete measurement of the ion distribution, due to its narrow aperture, so the STATIC measurement is more reliable. Both STATIC and NiGIMS observed wave-like structures in the ion density in the deep nightside ionosphere, which are not reproduced by the model. This is likely due to strong perturbations of the neutral density in the nightside region, which were observed by NGIMS but were not taken into account in the current MHD model. According to NiGIMS observations, $O_2^+$ becomes the major ion above 300 km altitude, while the MHD model predicts that $O_2^+$ density never overtakes $O_2^+$. The discrepancy is likely caused by the neutral profile that used in the model was still based on Viking observation.

Figure 5 shows globally integrated planetary ion loss rates during the day. The escaping plasma is dominated by $O_2^+$ for the majority of the time. The averaged total ion escape rate is about $2.5 \times 10^{24}$ s$^{-1}$, in the same range as the average heavy ion escape rate estimated from Mars Express observations near solar minimum condition [Lundin et al., 2013]. The $O_2^+$ escape rate reaches a minimum of $1.0 \times 10^{24}$ s$^{-1}$ around 9 UT and a maximum of $2.5 \times 10^{24}$ s$^{-1}$ around 16:30 UT. The loss rate of $O^+$ show a simultaneous response to changes of the solar wind dynamic pressure, while the loss rates of the two heavy ions ($O_2^+$ and $CO_2^+$) do not show direct dependence on the solar wind conditions. The variation is larger here as compared with the event on 16 May 2005 event investigated by Y. Ma et al. [2014]. There are two reasons. First, the larger variation could come from the seasonal effect. As mentioned earlier in the paper, the season for the current study is southern summer; thus, we expect the crustal field to have a stronger modulation of the total escape rates. Second, the upstream solar wind dynamic pressure also varies during the time period. As shown by the purple line in the figure, the solar wind dynamic pressure was about 0.7 nPa at the beginning of the day and increased to 1.3 nPa near the end of the day. And it is expected that both the time-varying solar wind conditions [Y. J. Ma et al., 2014] and the continuously rotating crustal field [Fang et al., 2010; Fang and Ma, 2014; Y. Ma et al., 2014] work together to control the ion escape variation with time.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Through comparison with relevant MAVEN plasma observations, we find that in general, the time-dependent multispecies MHD model reproduces well the plasma interaction process around Mars. The bow shock location and plasma conditions inside the magnetosheath region from the model agree well with SWIA data. The ion density profiles predicted by the model agree well with both NGIMS and STATIC measurements. We also find that there are some discrepancies between the MHD and the observed magnetic field vectors in the magnetic pile up region most probably due to variations of the IMF and the uncertainty in the crustal field model. Using the model results, we find that photoionization beyond the terminator is the dominant ion source as compared with day-night transport in maintaining the
nightside ionosphere. Model results also show that both the time-varying solar wind conditions and the continuously rotating crustal field work together to control the ion escape variation with time. To improve the fit, the model needs to update the neutral density profiles based on MAVEN observations, and photoionization rates from the measured solar EUV spectra.
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